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      NOW I NEED  
THE ULTIMATE GRIP 

    TO CATCH THE METEOR

OHHH, MY GOD!

A GIANT STEEL METEOR
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    WITHOUT GRIP!
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RASANT
GET A GRIP

RASANT POWERGRIP

RASANT GRIP

RASANT GRIP Video

RASANT POWERGRIP | Use high-end, play high-end! Play more powerful in pin-
pointly manner without scatter-losses! 

Optimized surface design for consistently stable and immediate interlinking 
of ball and rubber.

Feel surface and sponge absorbing the ball’s energy and the multiple reverse 
impact. 

Maximum catapult without loss of control!

A highly complex rubber composition developed to provide superpower to 
your strokes! 

 For demanding, technically skilled middle and high level players with 
modern spin and counter-spin focus!

MAXIMUM ENERGY TRANSFER

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112218  red / black   € 47,95

RASANT GRIP | Play constant and pinpoint strokes even out of inconvenient 
positions

RASANT GRIP’s micro-fi ne surface structure and its high grip level reveal best 
spin potential.

Optimized surface design for consistently stable and immediate interlinking of 
ball and rubber.

Optimize and defi ne the ball-curve by yourself! Explore the limits of physics!

Exhaust the coarse-pored medium sponge and its catapult-e� ect! 

 For topspin players of all levels heading for points by modern, multifarious 
o� ensive play!

PURE GRIP

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112219  red / black € 47,95
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...POWER IS NOTHING
    WITHOUT GRIP!

RASANT TURBO

RASANT

RASANT POWERSPONGE

GET A GRIP

RASANT TURBO | Discover the possibilities given by the ultra-spinny RASANT top-
sheet! React on your opponent’s topspins by playing harder and more dangerous 
counterspins! Carry spin and speed to extremes! Play topspin strokes with an enor-
mous quality and absolute precision! Increase the dynamic of your strokes by using 
the massive power which is hidden in the unique explosive green RASANT sponge! 
Use the advantage! Install the update now! Play RASANT TURBO!

 For o� ensive performers who score by skillful topspins and spinny strokes! 

RASANT POWERSPONGE | Be proactive and play RASANT POWERSPONGE! 
Experience the fusion of long-lasting delight in playing and huge control provided 
by the soft sponge’s elasticity. Be creative: change between distances and strokes 
at your discretion! Act outstanding when playing passive and score when playing 
active! Take advantage of the soft, maximum controlled playing feel caused by 
the unique green RASANT sponge! It absorbs the energy of the arriving stroke and 
converts it into your own massive power! Spin, speed and high control – is this your 
maxim? Then play RASANT POWERSPONGE!

 For creative o� ensive players who pull out all the stops to score!

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112216  red / black  € 47,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112217  red / black € 46,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112215  red / black  € 46,95                           

RASANT | Experience RASANT’s compact play feeling caused by the unique, fi ne-
pored green sponge! Disarm your opponent’s spin by using the newly developed 
RASANT top sheet and kick-start your own, more dynamic topspin! Step up your 
stroke e�  ciency! Trigger toxic, better spins  with an aggressive spin curve! Change 
the game to your favor! Take your performance to a higher level! Play RASANT by 
andro®!

 For o� ensive players heading to success by powerful topspins!

RASANT TECH-TALK
Video

IDEAL ACCELERATION

COMPACT PLAYING FEEL

FANTASTIC GAME EXPERIENCE

With the RASANT technology andro® redefi nes the power level for 
speed and spin. Through intensive research for high performance 
material a unique sponge structure with superior dynamic has been 
developed.

THE RASANT RUBBER RANGE: 
RUBBER TECHNOLOGY ON HIGHEST LEVEL!  

112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  112216  red / black  
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HEXER
ONE TOP-TECHNOLOGY, FIVE CHARACTERS

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112208  red / black € 44,95

HEXER HD
• Excellent energy transfer through innovative sponge-structure!
• Natural caoutchouc surface - for longer durability!
• More grip resulting from the surface‘s new developed 
 micro structure!
• More speed!
• More fi erceness for your game: The new High Defi nition 
 Microstructure for more precision and spin!

 For players who define themselves with Spin, Speed  and precise strokes!

Specifi c microstructure of the rubber surface for strong rotation

HEXER HD
HIGH DEFINITION PERFORMANCE
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302336 black_red_weiß
302336 black_red_weiß
302337 azurblau_grün_weiß   € 46,95

HEXER POWERSPONGE | Thanks to this HEXER version also players with prefer-
ence for soft rubbers and sensational speed glue sound (SOUND PERFORMANCE) 
can benefit from the advantages of the fourth TENSOR generation. The in-bound 
rotation energy is absorbed by the rubber and immediately gets transferred to ac-
tive out-bound energy. The soft POWERSPONGE generously forgives slight mistakes 
regarding optimum ball hitting area resulting in outstanding control characteristics. 
The excellent ball feedback provides additional confidence while hitting the ball.

 For players of all levels wanting to experience speed and loud sound sensation with-
out missing control!

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1  
112268  red / black € 43,95

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 
112267  red / black € 38,95

HEXER DURO | HEXER DURO is designed for all players who demand from their rubber 
strong spin and speed characteristics combined with very good durability. The 100% 
natural caoutchouc upper layer and the medium-hard sponge in HEXER technolo-
gy give access to a very broad range of strokes: the sticky upper layer provides a 
prolonged ball contact time – thus the player leads the ball longer and experiences 
more control during passive as well as during active strokes. The highly developed 
endurance enables a later change of rubbers which is comfortable and economic. 
This has made the HEXER DURO earn the rating LONGLASTING PERFORMANCE.

 For players of all levels, who prefer long-lasting rubbers with constant playing 
characteristics and technical durability.

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 
112260  red / black € 43,95

HEXER | Players in search of a rubber for whirling topspins will be enthused by HEXER. 
The mixture of 100% natural rubber in the upper layer results in increased grip and a 
longer impact time. This effects in improved trampoline and redation features for the 
same striking energy (EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE), and provides each topspin with a 
higher trajectory. In addition, the new and progressive pips geometry puts a compact 
playing feeling across. The fourth TENSOR generation unfolds its immense qualities 
in spin and redation oriented play. 

 For the spin-oriented offensive player!

HEXER POWERSPONGE
SOUND PERFORMANCE

HEXER
EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1   
112261  red / black € 43,95

HEXER+ | Are you looking for a rubber whose strength is comfortable ball feedback? 
Whose speed consistently puts pressure on your opponent and adds unimagined 
precision to your game? Then go for HEXER+ ! The new recipe of the upper layer 
combined with the progressive pips geometry gives HEXER+ a strong trampoline 
effect and a comfortable flat ball rebound angle. Thus the ball can faster make its 
way to the target – this enables the player to generate more pace while less energy is 
needed (PACE PERFORMANCE). The HEXER-sponge of the fourth TENSOR-generation
provides the dynamics you search for and strokes from all table distances will be routine. 

 For players whose own versatility is their key to success!

HEXER+
PACE PERFORMANCE

HEXER DURO
LONG-LASTING PERFORMANCE
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Made in Germany

HEXER PIPS
DUAL POWER

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112274  red / black € 43,95

HEXER PIPS FORCE | FORCE stands synonymically for energy and strength. Pro-
viding a high bandwidth for o� ensive action your opponents will be forced to 
play just an underpart in the game. The medium sponge, based on the latest 
HEXER technology, gets across a maximum of control, whereas the typical 
HEXER PIPS ball jump will lead you to success. The protected 0/90-technology 
allows you to choose HEXER PIPS FORCE according to your playing system. 
Lengthwise for more speed and vigour, crosswise for more control when blocking.

 For those seeing their own many-sidedness as the key to success!

HEXER PIPS FORCE

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1   
112273  red / black € 43,95

HEXER PIPS + | HEXER PIPS+ is a fourth generation TENSOR rubber pro-
viding a very comfortable feeling when you smash and hit which is caused by 
the soft sponge made of 100% natural rubber and the narrow pimples. Sta-
ble feedback for passive strokes with  huge power reserves. The very special 
feature of HEXER PIPS+ is the option to choose between a lengthwise and 
a crosswise pimple geometry (ECLECTIC PERFORMANCE). Focus on: gentle 
control or non-stop aggressiveness! 

HEXER PIPS+

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112272  red / black € 43,95

HEXER PIPS | HEXER rubbers have been well received by many players all 
over the world. This is why we bundled all the positive “HEXER character-
istics” to put it into HEXER PIPS! The fi rst pimple-out rubber by andro® 
that bases on a fourth generation TENSOR sponge. The rubber mixture of 
100% natural rubber serves HEXER PIPS with a high durability and long 
lasting stability, while the soft sponge keeps speed and control on an ex-
quisite level. Moreover HEXER PIPS is a highlight on the pimple-out rubber 
segment as it combines two di� erent geometries in one rubber! We call it 
ECLECTIC PERFORMANCE, as the user can choose between a lengthwise and 
a crosswise geometry.

HEXER PIPS
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DUAL POWER

SHIFTER | andro® SHIFTER – This rubber has what it takes to become a classic! Its 
very spinny, hard surface and the fl exible medium sponge build up the core of this 
rubber. Excellent spin, control and pleasant speed are the results, when surface 
and sponge are interacting with each other. Every player type can take advantage 
of these characteristics – no matter if you prefer a passive playing style or powerful 
o� ensive strokes. andro® SHIFTER’s unique advantage is the possibility for you to 
chose between two di� erent ways to assemble the rubber: 0° for more speed, 90° 
for more spin and control. The sum of these characteristics make andro® SHIFTER 
a real star among all-round rubbers!!

 For the classical o� ensive player!

SHIFTER

Thickness: 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112205  red / black € 32,95

SHIFTER POWERSPONGE | andro® SHIFTER POWERSPONGE is the ideal choice for 
players who put their focus on control. Its soft and elastic sponge provides an excel-
lent service regarding fault tolerance and it makes andro® SHIFTER POWERSPONGE 
become indispensable for youngsters that are learning new techniques. More ex-
perienced players take advantage of the combination of high control and the spin-
ny surface that permits a variable playing style. Furthermore it leads passive as 
well as o� ensive strokes to their targets, no matter how di�  cult they are. Beyond 
that andro® SHIFTER POWERSPONGE gives you the ultimate choice between two 
mounting options (0° or 90°).

 For maximum control!

SHIFTER POWERSPONGE

Thickness: 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112206  red / black € 32,95

Protected 0/90 technology. andro® rub-
bers with this imprint have a mold on two 
di� ering  sides:
Gluing the rubber in the 0° version more 
speed is generated.
Using the 90° version the control factor 
gets backed up. 

DUAL POWER
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ROXON
ROXON 500 PRO

ROXON 330

ROXON 450

ROCKS ON!

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112254  red / black € 41,95

ROXON 330 | ROXON 330 impressively exposes that the characteristics soft 
and fast are not contradictions. The established ROXON surface with its ex-
traordinary rubber compound (stabilised caoutchouc tissue) combined with a 
soft sponge, pointing up the dynamic factor to a new limit. You will immedi-
ately recognise the result:  An unprecedented precision on all strikes. A more 
upward fl ight path, an excellent sound as well as a detailed feeling of the ball 
are the main ROXON 330 features, leading to a fi ne control for every player. 
More power in active play and coincidentally more authority in passive play! 
This characterises ROXON 330 as a rubber that makes winning for player of 
all categories easier.
  For maximum sound!

ROXON 450 | The demand for the material is growing with the playing level. 
With his balanced technical skills the player of the ROXON 450 is able to ideal-
ly control this rubber‘ s power and dynamic. The athlete benefi ts from the re-
duced rubber weight of the ROXON 450 by faster and more precise arm move-
ments. The stabilisation in the molecular caoutchouc layer results in a high 
abrasion resistance - long endurance and a shiny surface are the impressive 
evidence. The rebound e� ect will inspire all former speed-gluing players also 
during non-centred hits. The secret lies in the rubber mixture, not in the glue! 

 For ambitious players of all playing levels!

Thicknessn: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112255  red / black € 41,95

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112256  red / black € 41,95

ROXON 500 PRO | The top athlete is our most critical customer. Right 
he is because his level of playing table tennis is so sophisticated that 
he is also setting high standards for his body and his material. The 
ROXON 500 PRO is designed for exactly this technically elaborate high-class 
player. Due to an optimised surface net structure the player can generate ut-
most stroke dynamic with this rubber. Precision and stability, broad sound 
and an exercise book fl ying curve: that these e� ects can be reached with 
speed-glue only belongs to the past from now on. ROXON is the future!
  For the absolute top-player!
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REVO FIRE

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112239  red / black € 39,95

Thickness: 1,6 / 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112238  red / black  € 39,95

PLASMA 380 | The PLASMA 380 will inspire all players searching for an ultra soft and 
super elastic attacking rubber. The 380 convinces by its extraordinary good control 
for the ball and it acts extremely mistake forgiving particularly for youth players. The 
speed level suits lower class players best as they will be able to control the 380 also in 
di�  cult situations without a problem. 

 For mid and lower class players.

Thickness: 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1 
112262  red / black € 36,95

REVO FIRE | Maximum sweet spot + powerful topspin strokes TENSOR - not only more 
speed, more power and speedgluing sound, but also more spin and more feeling! The 
exceptional feeling of TENSOR rubbers is core of the REVO FIRE. The sponge absorbs 
the energy of the appearing ball when the player hits the ball and immediately new 
energy is released. This e� ect, responsible for the special feeling, enables every player 
to have a very good control with the REVO FIRE. The medium adjusted sponge imple-
ments accents in active as well as in passive playing situations by demonstrating a bril-
liant catapult e� ect. One can play fast and precise topspins and in decisive moments 
REVO FIRE o� ers its existing speed reserves in order to directly achieve the winning point.

 Ideal value-for-money for everybody!

PLASMA 470 | The most powerful of the three PLASMA rubbers is specifi cally de-
signed for the top class player. Despite its middle hard sponge the PLASMA 470 pro-
vides a soft and controlled playing feeling. During fast topspin strokes it is clearly the 
PLASMA rubber with the biggest power! The improved rubber mixture provides more 
consistency of the playing characteristics and extreme abrasion resistance!

 For high-class players.

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max 
112240  red / black € 39,95

PLASMA 430 | The PLASMA 430 will appeal to every player right from the beginning. 
The sponge is 5 degree softer compared to the 470. In combination with its high per-
formance upper layer every topspin ball will get an immediate fantastic acceleration. 
One can feel this from the tremendous trampoline e� ect – also during slower strokes. 
The PLASMA 430 is designed for the top athlete as well as for the mid-to lower-class 
player to whom HITECH rubbers are a great new alternative.
  For players of all levels.

PLASMA 470

PLASMA 430

PLASMA 380
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Made in Germany

IMPULS
IMPULS POWERSPONGE
IMPULS POWERSPONGE | Looking for the complete package of speed, 
spin and excellent ball-control? Then choose IMPULS POWERSPONGE! 
By ideal matching of these characteristics you get an easily controllable rub-
ber that provides enormous tempo reserves. A very sticky surface combined 
with the soft, large-pored sponge of the newest TENSOR-technology, allow 
easily dirigible strokes and a high degree of control. Your goal to outmaneuver 
opponents will become child’s play. The extreme TENSOR sound will give you 
additional feedback  for a more precise ball-moment.

 For mid and lower class players.

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / 2,2
112214  red / black € 40,95

IMPULS SPEED
IMPULS SPEED | The IMPULS SPEED releases signifi cantly more speed and 
spin than the successful IMPULS rubber – without losing control! The char-
acter of the IMPULS SPEED combines two rubber types: the very soft sponge 
absorbs the opponent’s speed in the passive control play very well. In the 
active playing modus it enables to more energy. The strong sound and im-
proved ball handling will impress every player immediately. Experience fewer 
mistakes due to the extra high fl ying curve and bigger ideal hitting area! The 
IMPULS SPEED can be managed without e� ort also when practising less.

 For mid and lower class players.

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / 2,2
112246  red / black € 38,95

IMPULS

Thickness: 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,8 / 2,1
112204  red / black € 32,95

IMPULS | IMPULS is manufactured in a modifi ed TENSOR formula and is 
therefore softer with a higher elasticity than traditional rubbers. It absorbs 
energy when playing passively and releases energy during active playing. Slice 
or block or smash, the 30 degree soft sponge provides the right amount of 
absorption for every speed. When attacking with spin or smashing, this „all-
round“ TENSOR construction produces power, resulting in higher ball fl ight 
velocity while making the balls fl y more precise like a vario-rubber.

 For mid and lower class players.
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ROCKET MEDIUM

Thickness: 1,6 / 1,8 / 2,0 / max.
112223  red / black  € 26,95

ROCKET MEDIUM | High quality products are surely always state of the art. 
andro® ROCKET Medium has reached this high quality level by steadily un-
dergoing tests and development work in which players of all playing levels 
are involved. With andro® ROCKET MEDIUM a rubber with compact playing 
feel and precise ball control is available for you. Speed and control are per-
fectly balanced building up a perfect combination with the high spin po-
tential. The newly developed bonding between sponge and top sheet is on 
highest standard. andro® ROCKET MEDIUM is a rubber with medium sponge 
for spin-oriented o� ensive players.

BACKSIDE 2.0 C
BACKSIDE 2.0 C |As a defender you are reliant on rubbers with a maximum of feel-
ing and fault tolerance. andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 C o� ers you exactly these important 
characteristics! The extremely spinny, almost sticky surface allows precise balls full 
of rotation that will drive your opponent crazy. You can always count on BACKSIDE 
2.0 C, no matter which distance from the table you are forced to return from or 
which situation you are stuck in. As andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 C is available from 1,1mm 
on it is the ultimate choice for defenders who set value on rubbers with a lot of 
control and with a huge range of use.

 For the defensive allrounder.

Thickness: 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9 / 2,1
112211  red / black € 32,95

Thickness: 1,1 / 1,3 / 1,5 / 1,7 / 1,9
112207  red / black € 32,95

BACKSIDE 2.0 D | andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 D is a rubber which is made for an o� ensive 
playing style that is based on control and spin. E� ective o� ensive strokes can be 
played easily with this rubber which is furnished with a sponge of 40°. The outcome 
of this is a nice catapult e� ect which enables you to convert your opponent’s bad 
returns into big points at any time. In 1,3mm or 1,5mm ideal for allround players, 
from 1,7mm on appropriate for topspin players- thus you are defi nitely right when 
you name andro® BACKSIDE 2.0 D a multi-talent.

 The Allrounder! 

BACKSIDE 2.0 D

112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  112223  red / black  
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Made in Germany
PIMPLE 

POWER!

BLOWFISH

CHAOS

BLOWFISH+

CHAOS | TENSOR long pimple - power! The modern defensive player is always
focussed to present an impressive „adequate response“ all the time. Accord-
ing to the needs of this player‘s type, andro® has developed the long pimple 
rubber CHAOS. The built-in TENSOR technology guarantees the most of safe-
ty and backs up the defender in all positions. The ability to create surprisingly 
slice variations and dangerous, annoying strokes generates andro® CHAOS 
into an unpredictable top-rubber for every opponent. The version with a thin 
sponge o� ers further speed reserves; thus, enabling attacking strokes near 
the table whenever you want. This modern rubber composition guarantees 
a lot of joy in playing and often faces the opponent with insoluble problems.

 Unpredictable strokes from every distance.

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112265  red / black € 36,95

BLOWFISH+ | Due to its slightly harder sponge BLOWFISH+ supports the of-
fensive ambitions of the pimple out player e�  ciently. Based on unusual broad 
pimples and the medium-size sponge, this type o� ers an explosiveness that in 
a ji� y turns every block into an e� ective shot. Another highlight of this pimple 
geometry is the extreme stability. It prevents the pips from bending down while 
the ball is hit thus it enables topspins with good spin. While conventional 
pimple-out rubbers could only o� er these features along with a distinct loss 
of control the BLOWFISH+ shows strength also in passive playing situations. 

 For aggressive attack!

Thickness: 1,8 / 2,0 / max
112264  red / black € 36,95

Thickness: OX / 1,2
112266  red / black € 39,95

BLOWFISH | Already after short adaptation time, the short pimples of the 
BLOWFISH are your weapon to set every opponent under pressure. The new
type, aggressive pimple design successfully creates topspins as well as e� ective
block and counterattacking strokes. In combination with the innovative TENSOR 
technology, BLOWFISH thrills by an output of speed, not yet experienced with 
short pimple rubbers. Furthermore, the feelingly soft sponge causes utmost 
sensibility, ball contact feedback and control. As a result, your performance is 
accompanied by a huge variety and is extremely unpredictable for your rival.

 Soft, fast + variable!
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BLOWFISH

CHAOS

BLOWFISH+

youtube.com/androtabletennis

facebook.com/andro.tabletennis

YOUTUBE CHANNEL

FACEBOOK

ONLINEandro ®ONLINE

Can’t get enough of andro® stars and the newest highlights of andro®? 
Stay tuned on the andro® YouTube channel!

Fans of the andro® facebook page are always up to date. Find 
all information on new products, see hot news about your stars, 
their best tricks and be part of special actions and ra�  es.

www.andro.deNEW WEBSITE
Just recently the new andro.de website went online. Come 
and visit us to fi nd precise information and cool videos 
about products and technologies. In the menu “STORIES” 
we discuss exciting table tennis topics, provide you with 
top player interviews and present helpful training tips.
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BLADES WITH SOUL

NEW

LIGNA ALL+ | Speaking of control, a table tennis player mostly means the forgi-
ving character of a blade. The andro® LIGNA ALL+ shows what additional meaning 
“control” may imply. The perfectly to an allround blade adjusted speed allows to 
control the opponent and the game. Fast switching from passive to active play 
poses no problem. Show game overview and use the unique ball feedback to place 
feelingly and well-balanced strokes. andro® LIGNA ALL+ - for the perfectionists 
among all-rounders. Weight approx. 85 g.

10228601 STRAIGHT | 10228602 FLAIR              € 99,95

LIGNA OFF | This vivid o� ensive blade convinces with its excellent bounce cha-
racter. The ball leaving the bat in a high curve is a given, providing aggressive 
and point oriented strokes even more impact. An inward, around the core veneer 
placed synthetic fi ber provides vigorous e� ect, without the loss of its core wood 
character - excellent ball feedback and feelingly attack. andro® LIGNA OFF - for 
fi ne spirits among o� ensive players. Weight approx. 85 g.

10228701 STRAIGHT | 10228702 FLAIR     € 119,95

LIGNA OFF+ | The LIGNA OFF+ represents excellent balance between speed, 
hardness and unique ball feedback. Main factor are the handpicked veneers 
that forward the impulse without any losses in the momentum of ball-touch. 
Feelingly, passive strokes are absolutely no problem, which can be used in 
order to prepare surprising, point-winning o� ensive actions. andro® LIGNA 
OFF + for the o� ensive player. Weight approx. 85 g.

10228801 STRAIGHT | 10228802 FLAIR  € 129,95

Origin, water content, storage, processing method and many more aspects 
have big infl uence on a blade’s playing characteristics. For the in Germany 
manufactured exclusive andro® LIGNA series only the fi nest wood, which is 
also used for manufacturing violins, is processed.

Particular attention is given to the sawing method of the wood veneers: Only 
the fi nest sawn veneers are processed for LIGNA woods. Major advantage is 
that this processing leaves no scar on the veneers behind. Consistently solid 
and clean cut veneers on both sides form the foundation for an outstanding 
feel. Wood in the way it should be.

Handmade in Germany

100% FEEDBACK SAWN VENEERS HAND MADE
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GAME, SET + MATCH

NEW

KANTER ALL+ | The 4.5 mm thick balsa wood core lays the ground for your 
success! Providing a very soft feel and solid feedback for blocks, counter and 
topspin game. The andro® KANTER ALL+ o� ers very high ball control and as 
a result creates confi dence in tight match situations. Players of all levels can 
rely on this superbly fi nished and very light balsa wood supplying precision and 
impact to your strokes. Weight approx. 66 g.

10228001 STRAIGHT  | 10228002 FLAIR  | 10228003 ANATOMIC      € 44,95

KANTER OFF+ | andro® KANTER OFF + is balsa power out and out! The 7.0 mm 
thick balsa core has a high tempo repertoire for powerful, well-placed shots and 
topspins. The precise veneer construction allows no vibration, so that no control 
or power is lost when hitting the ball. The ultimate wood for balsa lovers with 
penchant for speed! Weight approx. 72 g.

10228101 STRAIGHT  | 10228102 FLAIR  | 10228103 ANATOMIC        € 44,95

KANTER EXPLORER OFF | Classically reinvented! Having a comfortable bal-
ance and an exceptionally large sweet spot, it o� ers all the benefi ts that have 
distinguished its predecessor. The fi ne-grained veneer combination, based on 
a Kiri core veneer, o� ers optimal energy transfer when hitting the ball and 
provides ultimate ball-feeling. Introducing andro® KANTER EXPLORER OFF to
continue the tradition and long history of andro® Explorer and to deliver the 
foundation for a forceful o� ensive game. Weight approx. 85 g.

10228201 STRAIGHT  | 10228202 FLAIR  | 10228203 ANATOMIC       € 44,95

TOP
BALANCE

MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

HIGH ENERGY
TRANSFER

LIGHT-
WEIGHT

„LIGHT“ made with Balsa and Kiri-technology
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TREIBER Q OFF | Fibre Reinforced Plywood – three words describing the com-
mon denominator of the TREIBER blade line and moreover the basic charac-
teristic of TREIBER Q: a synthetic fi ber integrated into the veneer composi-
tion increasing the blade’s sweet spot. TREIBER Q lives on the impulse given 
by the so called Q-Fibre placed directly under the outer ply. The Kiri core and 
Koto outer ply antagonize the hardness of the carbon layer to ensure maxi-
mum control and convenient playing feel. TREIBER Q bundles all energy into 
the stroke. No vibrations, no energy loss! Weight approx. 88 g. 

10227901 STRAIGHT  | 10227902 FLAIR  | 10227903 ANATOMIC  € 69,95

STEPHANE OUAICHE
French Champion 2014, Singles
Stephane Ouaiche plays Treiber Z

Each synthetic fi ber is not like another! 
With the Treiber series andro® o� ers 

each player type a wood with distinctive 
character! 

TOP
BALANCE

7 PLYWOODS MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

TOP SPEED

>> >>

CONTROLLED 
TEMPO RESERVESCHASE YOUR OPPONENT

NEW
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TREIBER H OFF | The high-tech synthetic H-fi bre interlayers are positioned 
directly around the Koto core-veneer. This makes the di� erence to ordinary
synthetic blades. The characteristics of the timber veneer come to the fore 
resulting enormous ball feeling and control. Especially spin-oriented strokes 
and the service-return-play take advantage of this. Powerspins from any po-
sition become possible and work up your opponents’ sweat. An extraordinary 
blade for extraordinary sensitive players! Weight approx. 90 g.    

10227201 STRAIGHT  | 10227202 FLAIR  | 10227203 ANATOMIC  € 69,95

TREIBER Z OFF | By introducing TREIBER Z andro® completes the TREIBER 
series by adding a new unique high-class blade with a built-in artifi cial fi ber. 
Make your own experiences and feel the soft impact harmonizing with the 
hardness and the stability provided by the Z-fi bre. Extraordinary ball-feeling 
for playing solid and constant blocks or to let o�  dangerous spin-monsters on 
your opponent. Best possible balance and special top-heaviness enable you 
to bring the ball to its target easily. A real multi-talent! Weight approx. 88 g.
10227401 STRAIGHT  | 10227402 FLAIR  | 10227403 ANATOMIC  € 109,95

TREIBER K OFF | TREIBER K is a high-end blade of the top category. The e�  -
cient and top modern K-fi bre which is positioned directly under the Koto outer 
veneer generates dynamic topspin strokes also for not perfectly centric hit 
balls. Disturbing vibrations through wrongly hit balls are completely absorbed 
by the K-fi bre. What’s left is a sensitive impact, never losing its control. The 
3 millimeter Koto core-veneer serves as a tempo storage and enables you to 
push your opponent into the defense in the twinkling of an eye. 
Weight approx. 90 g.

10227101 STRAIGHT  | 10227102 FLAIR  | 10227103 ANATOMIC      € 79,95

TREIBER G OFF | Developing TREIBER G much focus has been laid on best 
possible balance between control and speed. Compared to other synthetic 
raw material G-fi bre is more fl exible and emerged as a real multi talent. It 
enables hard topspins and winning points as well as backing up the short 
play over the table by providing enormous feeling. The modern layer suc-
cession maximizes the strike zone of the nobly processed blade, whereas 
the G-fi bre is positioned directly behind the outer veneer. The blade for any 
player looking for a synthetic blade keeping himself grounded. 
Weight approx. 90 g.

10227001 STRAIGHT  | 10227002 FLAIR  | 10227003 ANATOMIC  € 59,95

COMPACT 
PLAYING FEEL

DIRECT
 IMPACT

  TREIBER Z

OFF 

  TREIBER H

OFF 

  TREIBER K

OFF 

  TREIBER G

OFF 

UNIQUE REBOUND

SOFT-TOUCH OUTER PLYWOOD
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OFF- | Developed for players with highest demands on o� ensive blades. The 
Kinetic system supports you with more power through e�  cient energy transfer 
during the ball impact. Accurately selected plywoods keep control at its maxi-
mum. andro® KINETIC RECORD OFF- is a high quality table tennis blade that 
supports allround players with o� ensive tendencies as well as aggressive style 
players who base their game on strong topspin strokes.  Weight approx. 85 g.

10220701 STRAIGHT  | 10220702 FLAIR  | 10220703 ANATOMIC € 44,95

OFF | The andro® product development team created this pure o� ensive blade 
exclusively for attackers who force their opponents to mistakes by setting them 
under constant pressure. A stable and hard center ply forms the core of the 
andro® KINETIC RECORD OFF. Selected plywoods positioned around the center 
ply build up the ground for a high ball jump which is an important condition for 
e� ective topspin strokes. Su�  cient control and precision are guaranteed by the 
advanced Kinetic system. Fast, with a lot of feeling and absolutely state-of-the-
art! Weight approx. 85 g.

10220801 STRAIGHT  | 10220802 FLAIR  | 10220803 ANATOMIC    € 44,95

FREE YOUR ENERGY

ALL+ | High control, a remarkable feeling for the ball and a fascinating feed-
back in the ball hitting moment – these are the arguments to state the andro® 
KINETIC RECORD ALL+ an amazing blade. Suitable especially for allround 
style players who not always hit the ball perfectly centric and need a blade 
with maximized sweetspot. Control and speed are well balanced which sup-
ports you also in o� ensive situations. Weight approx. 85 g.

10220601 STRAIGHT  | 10220602 FLAIR  | 10220603 ANATOMIC    € 44,95

OFF+ | The KINETIC RECORD OFF+ evolved from a long tradition of outstan-
ding high speed blades by andro®. Designed for modern and speed focused 
table tennis this blade never lets you run out of control due to the Kinetic 
system which is integrated into the handle. The combination of fi ne plywoods 
has been tested in several test series and reached remarkable results in terms 
of speed and control. Furthermore this classy composition, the neat work-
manship and the precise bonding of the layers provide a very special playing 
feel which is usually experienced with blades which are much heavier and 
thicker. The ideal instrument for players who use to play close to the table 
and who let the opponent feel the complete measurements of the table by 
playing precise and hard topspin strokes. Weight approx. 85 g.

10220901 STRAIGHT  | 10220902 FLAIR  | 10220903 ANATOMIC € 44,95

MONO BLADE 
TECHNOLOGY

TOP 
BALANCE

KINETIC
HANDLE
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KINETIC, the yet only dynamic and truly e� ective system worldwide! When the ball impinges on the bat, carbon balls – the kinetic mass – are moved 
explosively into the hitting direction. The kinetic mass passes a power impact (1) in the hitting momentum being inverse to the ball (2). This dynamic 
counteraction neutralizes vibrations and maximizes power, control and ball feeling. The faster the ball, the bigger the e� ect generated by the counter 
impact of the kinetic mass.

1

HITTING DIRECTION

STRIKE
MOMENT

Kinetic Technology

IMPACT2 BALL HITTING
MOMENT

INVERSE IMPULSE

BALL
IMPACT

KINETIC HANDLE WITH 
NANO CARBON PELLETS
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SPECIAL EFFECTS

TRONUM CARBOTOX | The speed of a blade with synthetic fi bre inside com-
bined with the feedback of a pure- wooden blade and on top of that maximum 
feeling. Impossible? Well, andro® TRONUM CARBOTOX makes it possible! 
The answer to the riddle is the newly developed synthetic fi bre CARBOTOX 
which is installed directly underneath the outer plies. Its special structure 
and the fact that it is slightly thinner than common synthetic fi bres provides 
this blade with a unique feeling – Di�  cult speed variations without losing 
control. A high fl ying curve lets dreams and e� ective topspins come true! 
Weight approx. 90 g.

TRONUM ARATOX | The user of andro® TRONUM ARATOX has just one simple 
target: Enforcing the direct point! This blade of the category OFF+ is made for 
hard and uncompromising strokes. Furthermore the player can take advan-
tage of the excellent feedback which is caused by newly developed synthetic 
fi bre ARATOX. This material enlarges the sweetspot, distributes the energy 
to the complete blade and therefore increases control during the stroke. The 
stable and extra high rebound which is typical for blades with synthetic fi bres 
inside brings the fun factor to its maximum. Weight approx. 90 g.

10220201 STRAIGHT  | 10220202 FLAIR  | 10220203 ANATOMIC  € 59,95

10220101 STRAIGHT  | 10220102 FLAIR  | 10220103 ANATOMIC  € 59,95

MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

DIRECT
IMPACT

SYNTHETIC 
FIBRE
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SPECIAL EFFECTS

10221001 STRAIGHT  | 10221002 FLAIR  | 10221003 ANATOMIC  € 99,95

10221101 STRAIGHT  | 10221102 FLAIR  | 10221103 ANATOMIC  € 99,95

PRO LOOM OFF | Experience the interplay of the Acacia outer ply and the new-
ly developed NPF Composite. This new and on natural basis produced fi ber is
positioned directly under the outer ply and supports direct transmission of 
the hitting impulse straight to the blade’s core. Feel the hitting point clearly 
and enjoy ultimate feeling for the ball! Use your advantage to put your oppo-
nent under pressure by playing well placed blocks and radical topspin strokes. 
The good workmanship leads to a lower error ratio. Let andro® PRO LOOM lift 
your game to a higher level! Weight approx. 88 g.

HI LOOM OFF | Every player knows the special feeling where you literally feel 
that you are tapping the whole potential out of your blade hitting topspin 
strokes. Sound and feeling give you a perfect feedback when you got the ball 
exactly in the center of the blade. The topspin curve looks just perfect. With 
its huge sweet spot andro® HI LOOM integrates this special feeling into your 
every day table tennis life. The perfect feedback (big advantage when playing 
passive strokes!), the good workmanship and the energy of the Hinoki outer 
ply characterize this splendid blade. A quantum jump in the development of 
high class table tennis blades. Weight approx. 88 g.

POWERED BY NATURE

Manufactured in 
an environmentally 
friendly way

DIRECT IMPACT100% FEEDBACK POWER TRANSFER

Time never stands still for the andro® blade development team. 
Our developers do research continuously for new and exciting fi -
bers and fi nest materials. The new Nature Powered Fibre (NPF) 
Composite  is a trend-setting innovative material that bases on 
a natural fi ber which is being produced in an environmentally fri-
endly way. Last but not least the playing characteristics of andro® 
PRO LOOM and andro® HI LOOM are absolutely convincing:

  Carbon-like playing characteristics 
  High energy-absorption of the incoming ball
  Best possible transmission of your own power onto the ball
  100% Feedback 

NPF COMPOSITE
Ultra light NPF composite inlay for 
precise feedback and torsion reduction.
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ALL IN!

10225501 STRAIGHT  | 10225502 FLAIR  | 10225503 ANATOMIC      € 39,95€ 39,95

CELL OFF+ | The SUPER CORE CELL OFF+ is a very fast o� ensive blade, yet 
it is easy to play with. It requires the player’s full commitment to completely 
activate the blade’s speed resources. The CELL OFF+ provides very good elas-
ticity and control with clearly more power in every ball. The strengthened fi -
bres of the 7-layered veneer construction releases energy more e�  ciently. Also 
balls that are not hit in the centre will be equipped with su�  cient power due 
to the bigger sweetspot – recommended for a very o� ensive playing system. 
Weight approx. 85 g.

10222101 STRAIGHT  | 10222102 FLAIR  | 10222103 ANATOMIC      € 69,95€ 69,95

CELL CARBON OFF | By the use of Hi-Tec carbon fi bres the andro® product 
developers could build a blade which conveys a solid sti� ness but does 
not yet feel too hard – ball feeling par excellence! The carbon-nano strings 
cause an even better sound when hitting the ball. The excellent plywood
combination provides much more speed than similar carbon blades so far. 
This results in more stability, fewer vibrations in the blade and better con-
trol. The CARBON OFF is slightly top-heavy with a medium ball fl ying curve. 
Players with high technical skills willing to take risks will get enthusiastic! 
Weight approx. 85 g.

The handle’s foam chamber is parted into small cells resulting in a more precise absorption of vibration 
and creating counter-energy for the next stroke. The 360° veneer edge protection prevents from mechanic 
infl uences.

FIBRE 
ENHANCEMENT

SUPER CORE 
SYSTEM

MAX.
SWEET-SPOT

LOW
WEIGHT

360°
PROTECTION
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ALL IN!

10223301 STRAIGHT  | 10223302 FLAIR  | 10223303 ANATOMIC      € 39,95

CELL OFF | The thin outer veneers have a particularly positive impact in this 
OFF version and create a higher rebound e� ect. With this blade the player 
chooses a fantastic composition of speed and control features. The ideal 
equipment for the variable playing system. The special SUPER CORE CELL 
feeling and the higher ball bounce allow well-placed strokes also from 
half-distance. Compared to its predecessor the ball fl ying curve is signifi cant-
ly higher and therefore the CELL OFF is easy to manage also for players with 
average practice e� orts. The low weight makes it very gentle in terms of arm 
and wrist exposure. Weight approx. 85 g.

10223201 STRAIGHT  | 10223202 FLAIR  | 10223203 ANATOMIC      € 39,95

CELL OFF- | The CELL OFF- combines the power of an o� ensive blade 
with the fantastic feeling for the ball known from an allround wood 
– therefore the ideal choice for many players. Though the OFF- is rel-
atively fast you will never have the feeling of losing control of the ball.
This enables to comfortably reliable blocks without the loss of speed
especially in the passive play. A change-over to active top spins happens easi-
ly because the high base speed reduces work. The innovative small cells with-
in the grip system fi lled with special foam maximise the feeling for the ball 
and further help to decrease the error rate for strokes hit under time pressure. 
The perfect blade for the sportive o� ensive athlete. Weight approx. 80 g.

10222301 STRAIGHT  | 10222302 FLAIR  | 10222303 ANATOMIC      10222301 STRAIGHT  | 10222302 FLAIR  | 10222303 ANATOMIC      € 39,95

CELL ALL+ | With this 7-layer Allround+ blade andro® has created a pow-
erful blade with strengthened fi bre layers. The basic idea for this blade’s
construction was fi nding a perfect mix of comfortable playing, low mistake le-
vel and top technique. Playing the CELL ALL+ every stroke gives the impression 
of having hit the ball just perfectly in the centre of the blade. The inner veneers 
are thinner than in the ALL version which results in a very soft feeling. The CELL 
ALL+ adds more continuity to the play and transmits a feeling of perfect cont-
rol. The high ball fl ying curve improves control. Weight approx. 80 g.

10222201 STRAIGHT  | 10222202 FLAIR  | 10222203 ANATOMIC      € 39,95

CELL ALL | Who ever tested di� erent allround blades knows that they are not 
constructed the same at all. Only the exactly correct blade will lead the player to 
victories. The veneers of the SUPER CORE CELL Allround have been selected in a 
way that maximises the mistake tolerance also for balls which are not hit preci-
sely. Compared to conventional allround blades the CELL ALL is made of slightly 
thicker inner veneers and thus it is more robust. The well-balanced weight pro-
vides good control also when a player practises less. The wide range of modern 
stroke variations can easily be learned with this blade. As the high ball fl ying 
curve is very forgiving to mistakes it is the ideal equipment for beginners.  
Weight approx. 80 g.
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ULTRA-LIGHT

CS 5 OFF- | Which features characterize a high quality o� ensive blade? High
control but still enough power to bring on your powerplay. This blade’s secret 
is the intermediate ply made of 1.5 mm thick Awan which is a softer kind of 
wood. This special plywood provides a very harmonious playing feel and works 
as a catapult, if you are about to speed up the game. andro® CS 5 OFF- is a 
stunning blade that surely convinces fans of classic o� ensive blades. 
Weight approx. 82 g.

10224501 STRAIGHT  | 10224502 FLAIR  | 10224503 ANATOMIC      € 34,95

CS 5 ALL+ | Allround blades developed by andro® have an excellent reputa-
tion. No doubt andro® CS 5 ALL+ joins this category. The robust centre ply 
which is quite thick compared to common allround blades provides stability 
and control. It allows precise blocks as well as hard o� ensive strokes. The core 
made of Kiri is covered by one layer each Fineline and Acacia. They provide the 
special feeling that makes andro® CS 5 ALL+ become such an unique and solid 
allround blade. Weight approx. 82 g.

10224401 STRAIGHT  | 10224402 FLAIR  | 10224403 ANATOMIC      € 34,95

CS 5 CARBON OFF++ | andro® CS 5 CARBON OFF++ is the ultimate continua-
tion of the CS 5 blade line. Solidly designed, fi ligreely processed and equipped 
with immense power. Three wooden veneers (Kiri core and Hinoki outer plies) 
and two carbon layers guarantee that not a single percent of power gets lost.
The Hinoki outer ply acts as a catapult which ensures a higher ball curve. The 
perfect blade for speed-freaks! Weight approx. 88 g.

10224801 STRAIGHT  |10224802 FLAIR  | 10224803 ANATOMIC      € 69,95

CS 5 OFF+ | andro® CS 5 OFF+ is a spirited o� ensive blade  that is ideal for 
modern o� ensive playing style due to its huge speed reserves. It allows 
to start sudden and aggressive o� ensive actions and enables you to en-
force speed whenever you want to. Limba and Ayous as intermediate and
outer plies are responsible for certain stability supporting variable topspin 
styles. Highly dynamic while enjoying best ball control and a huge load of fun! 
Weight approx. 82 g.

10224701 STRAIGHT  | 10224702 FLAIR  | 10224703 ANATOMIC      € 34,95

CS 5 OFF | Modern, powerful, excellent feeling – three attributes that describe 
the andro® CS 5 OFF perfectly. The core consists of 3 mm Kiri which provides 
the particular feeling. Furthermore andro® CS 5 OFF convinces through con-
stant high control and enormous feeling so that even suboptimal hitting points 
deliver a good feedback. Lower weight and certain top-heaviness guarantee an 
easy handling. andro® CS 5 OFF is the fi rst choice for classic o� ensive players. 
Weight approx. 82 g.

10224601 STRAIGHT  | 10224602 FLAIR  | 10224603 ANATOMIC      € 34,95

TOP
BALANCE

5 PLYWOODS LOW 
WEIGHT

NEW
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10228501 STRAIGHT  | 10228502 FLAIR  | 10228503 ANATOMIC      € 47,95

CS 7 VELOCITY OFF+ | Pure speed for unconditional offensive: five Ay-
ous-plies surrounded by two rigid Hinoki-plies provide an incompa-
rable penetrating power. Even with slightly slower arm movements 
precise and hard strokes can be achieved. The core of more elas-
tic Ayous-wood permits dangerous top-spin strokes from half-dis-
tance. For absolute offensive players with good technical skills willing 
to take risks. Weight approx. 90 g.

CS 7 PRO OFF | The CS 7 PRO convinces with a high level of control and the
opportunity of playing a number of spin variations. The 7  evenly thick Ayous 
layers were glued together in a special way so that they interact well and are 
bendable in di� erent ways. At any time the player gets a direct however 
not hard playing experience. Recommended for ambitious players acting for-
ward making use of variable topspins! Weight approx. 90 g.

10228301 STRAIGHT  | 10228302 FLAIR  | 10228303 ANATOMIC  € 47,95

CS 7 TOUR OFF | Compared to the PRO the CS7 TOUR is furnished with addi-
tional speed resources. The key to the noticeable power is the layer of Limba 
outer-plywood. Core- and intermediate plies in di� erent thickness were per-
fectly matched together. Created for players who do not blow an easy point 
and constantly put pressure on the opponent with topspin strokes. 
Weight approx. 90 g.

10228401 STRAIGHT  | 10228402 FLAIR  | 10228403 ANATOMIC      € 47,95

TOP
BALANCE

7 PLYWOODS TOP SPEEDMAX.
SWEET-SPOT

HIGH-END OFFENSIVE BLADES

KILIAN ORT plays CS 7 TOUR
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SUPER CORE CARBON LIGHT ALL+ | Exact ball placement - an easy task for 
this high-class carbon-blade. Unbeaten in its ball feedback and preciseness 
when changing from active to passive play. Very suitable for short strokes at 
the table and best control when counterattacking - these are top pre-requi-
sites for modern table tennis. Weight approx. 70 g.

10226501 STRAIGHT  | 10226502 FLAIR  | 10226503 ANATOMIC € 58,95

SUPER CORE CARBON LIGHT OFF+ | Specially developed for o� ensive play-
ers, preferring the strong aggressive play. Despite the very o� ensive character 
this blade has a lot of control. Highly recommended for an active and fast 
block-strategy on table surface. Precisely manufactured in all details. 
Weight approx. 70 g. 

10226701 STRAIGHT  | 10226702 FLAIR  | 10226703 ANATOMIC € 58,95

SUPER CORE CARBON LIGHT OFF | A variable o� ensive blade that leaves no 
room for open desires. No matter if topspins, varying speed-level or aggres-
sive strokes - your opponent will have to pay attention permanently. 
Weight approx. 70 g. 

10226601 STRAIGHT  | 10226602 FLAIR  | 10226603 ANATOMIC € 58,95

A best seller among andro® carbon woods: still today the 
low weight in combination with the modern carbon fi ber 

technology carry conviction.

LOW 
WEIGHT

CARBON LIGHT

SUPER CORE 
VIBRATION
DAMPING

CARBON FIBRES
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FULL RESISTANCE

PARADE DEF | There are not many noteworthy defense blades in the table 
tennis market. The andro® research team has lined up to introduce a further 
notable blade: andro® PARADE DEF! The thin and utmost fi ne blade con-
struction enables precise and dreamlike counters against topspin attacks. 
Handle measures have been worked over and adjusted to a defense player’s 
requirements whilst the blade sheet has a perfect length-width-relation. 
Through the blade geometry’s optimization PARADE DEF provides an en-
larged sweetspot and perfect balance. The blade masters opponents’ strokes 
superbly until you get the chance to break away from defense to attacking. 
In this position the blade provides all its secureness to make your attack a 
successful one. A real highlight among defensive blades of the modern era! 
Weight approx. 90 g.

10227301 STRAIGHT  | 10227302 FLAIR  | 10227303 ANATOMIC      € 49,95

FIBERCOMP DEF | The magic weapon for defensive players searching for out-
standing control! If you combine this 7-layer DEF plywood with long pimple 
out rubbers you can easily play dangerous stop blocks right behind the net. 
Further the FIBERCOMP enables you to play “fl utter balls” with a high dis-
ruption factor. Dependent on the situation it is - specifi cally due to the bla-
de construction strengthened by two glass fi bre veneers - possible to switch 
immediately to o� ensive playing. In the defence play this high class plywood 
technology has an excellent spin reversal. Due to its balsa core the blade is 
light-weight and provides an ideal ball feedback. The blade design is around 
156mm with an extra large sweetspot that minimises the mistake level! 
Weight approx. 85 g.

10220001 STRAIGHT  | 10220002 FLAIR  | 10220003 ANATOMIC      € 54,95

DEF 2.0
Modern defensive game no longer rests upon 

opponents’ mistakes, but is rather premised on 
available options of a counter-attack and aggres-

sive rotation change. 
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TEMPER TECH OFF- | The thin Mahagoni outer ply is not only an optical high-
light: outstanding marks in control are combined with the power of a strong 
Kiri-center ply. The perfect weapon for the o� ensive allround player! 
Weight approx. 80 g.

10226101 STRAIGHT  | 10226102 FLAIR  | 10226103 ANATOMIC      € 54,95

TEMPER TECH ALL+ | Perfect for controlled operating game. Refi ned by a high-
quality Hinoki outer ply. Created for players wanting to play a precise return, even 
when the ball is not always hit in the centre of the racket. Weight approx. 70 g.

10226001 STRAIGHT  | 10226002 FLAIR  | 10226003 ANATOMIC      € 54,95

TEMPER TECH OFF+ | The only TEMPER TECH model with a powerful Lim-
ba outer veneer. A blade with extreme dynamic and impressive reserves in 
speed, especially during all strokes from half-distance. For the confessed of-
fensive player. Weight approx. 85 g.

10226301 STRAIGHT  | 10226302 FLAIR  | 10226303 ANATOMIC      € 54,95

TEMPER TECH OFF | The strong Kiri-wood centre ply leads to an optimum of 
power-strokes, while fl exible outer plies create perfect conditions for gently 
topspin strokes. A classic o� ensive wood, for all players, who have their 
strengths in topspin. Weight approx. 80 g.

10226201 STRAIGHT  | 10226202 FLAIR  | 10226203 ANATOMIC      € 54,95

FIRE YOUR OPPONENT UP

HIGH ENERGY
TRANSFER

MAX.
CONTROL

TEMPER
TREATMENT

LONG-LASTING

TEMPER TECH veneers are heated to 150°-230° C for a certain period. During 
this production step the humidity of the wood disappears permanently. As a 
result the wood becomes considerably harder, more stable and lighter. After 
the tempered treatment the wood does not absorb humidity any more so 
that a negative infl uence on playing characteristics can be avoided.
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Thickness: 1,8 / 2,1
112209  red / black € 19,95

NIGHTMARE | andro® NIGHTMARE has been developed especially for young 
kids with a lot of potential and huge targets. Provided with a spinny high 
quality surface andro® NIGHTMARE serves you with best conditions to 
take advantage of every practice lesson. A flexible and very elastic medium 
sponge keeps speed and power on a moderate level so that the “Youngster” 
can always control ball and opponent. Combined those characteristics re-
present a rubber which provides young ambitioned players with everything 
they need to learn even the most exciting strokes and to bother “big 
guys” soon. Give a good scare to your opponents – andro® NIGHTMARE!

 The Allrounder

NIGHTMARE OFF | The offensive version of andro® NIGHTMARE blades, 
developed for the talented and advanced “Youngster”. Hard outer plies 
made of Koto wood (very popular also amongst the stars of the table tennis 
scene) provide more speed without losing sight of control and feeling. The 
remarkable bigger sweetspot forgives mistakes and supports the player in 
fiddly situations.   Weight approx. 75 g.

10220401 SMALL STRAIGHT  | 10220402 SMALL FLAIR  | 
10220403 SMALL ANATOMIC      € 29,95

NIGHTMARE ALL+ | Easy handling, high control and brilliant error toler-
ance – new andro® NIGHTMARE ALL+ is the perfect choice concerning the 
first blades in a young career. The fundament for all these qualities is a 
thin cellulose layer arranged directly under the outer ply. By extending the 
sweetspot to its maximum and cushioning the power of the striking ball 
andro® NIGHTMARE ALL+ makes it possible to release excellent strokes.
Perfect price-performance ratio! Weight approx. 75 g.

10220301 SMALL STRAIGHT  | 10220302 SMALL FLAIR  | 
10220303 SMALL ANATOMIC      € 29,95

FIRE YOUR OPPONENT UP LET‘EM CRAVE!
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SLOW FAST

SPEED LEVEL
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andro® TT-School Borussia Duesseldorf – practice like the Pros since 20 years!
The success story of the andro® table tennis school began with the completion 

of the TT-Center of Borussia Duesseldorf in 1994. Professional training in a profes-
sional environment with professional instructions by licensed coaches - as individu-

al and intensely as possible: Nothing has changed in this ambitious objective to this 
day. This is achieved primarily through a quantitatively good coach-player ratio. Whether 

training in the renovated ARAG Center Court, accommodation at the sport hotel Borussia 
Duesseldorf or the full pension in the dining room of the DTTZ - the 1500 annual parti-

cipants in the program experience the everyday life of a professional „under one roof“. Multi-
ball training, video-analysis with HD camera, ball robots, material consulting, Speedmaster, 

modern warm-up, interval training, participant T- shirts, tournament prizes – each courses’ 
scope of services is broadly defi ned and rich in variety.

Information and registration at www.tt-schule.borussia-duesseldorf.com

andro® KIDS OPEN Anniversary Event from 22nd  to 24th August 2014. 
A successful partnership between andro® and Borussia Duesseldorf for 25 years. 

www.kids-open.borussia-duesseldorf.com

STÉPHANE OUAICHE AND TOMAS KONECNY 
CHAMPS 2014

At the National Championships 2014 the 20-year-old 
Frenchman Stéphane Ouaiche and the 28-year-old 
Czech Tomas Konecny let their entire competitors be-
hind. Here an exclusive interview with them right after 
their successes:
andro®: “Stéphane and Tomas, congratulations on 
winning the National Championships. How does this 
success feel like?“
Tomas: “It‘s fantastic. In the past 3 years I’ve always 
reached the semi-fi nals. Now I fi nally made it to the 
fi nals and won.“
Stéphane: “Thank you. For me it was very emotional. 

I could not believe it at fi rst. Before the event, it has 
been unimaginable to leave the hall as the new French 
Champion.“
andro®: “When was the moment where you realized 
that you could actually win?“
Stéphane: „After the match against Salifou, because it 
has been a match on highest level against him.“
Tomas: „When I made   the last point in the fi nal, be-
cause I’ve never won against Dima Prokopcov before.”
andro®: “Which material did you use throughout the 
event?”
Tomas: “I rely on the andro® KINETIC SUPREME 

CARBON blade with RASANT and RASANT POWER-
SPONGE rubbers.”
Stéphane: “The andro® TREIBER-Z in combination with 
RASANT POWERSPONGE rubbers led me to the title.”
andro®: “When did you actually start playing table 
tennis?“
Tomas: “I was 6 and my grandfather taught it to me 
fi rst.“
Stéphane: “Almost 12 years ago when I was 9 years old.“
Full interview on www.andro.de/stories

Tomas Konecny - Czech Champion 2014 Stéphane Ouaiche - French Champion 2014
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STÉPHANE OUAICHE AND TOMAS KONECNY 
PLAYERS

TEAMS

VICTORIEN LEGUEN France
Pro A

TTC RAPID LUZERN
1st League Men Switzerland

NADINE BOLLMEIER Germany
Bronze Medal German Championships 
2012 Singles

MSK BRECLAV
1st League Women Czech Republic

TSV BAD KÖNIGSHOFEN
2nd League Men Germany

DARIA CHERNOVA Russia
Girls Under 18’s National Team Russia

WU JIADUO Germany
Europe Top 12 Winner 2012, 
European Champion 2009 Singles
German Champion 2012 Singles and Doubles

POLISH NATIONAL TEAM MEN
O�  cial Equipment Supplier

TOMAS KONECNY Czech Republic
Czech Champion 2014

IVAN SULFARO Australia
Australian Under 15‘s Junior Champion 2012

POLISH NATIONAL TEAM WOMEN
O�  cial Equipment Supplier

STÉPHANE OUAICHE France
French Champion 2014

CHARTRES ASTT
ETTU Cup Winner 2011
French Champion 2011/2012, 2012/2013

KILIAN ORT Germany
Winner German Top 16 Boys 2012

SV BÖBLINGEN
1st League Women Germany

DAMIEN ELOI France
Runner-up French Championships 2012

BORUSSIA DORTMUND
2nd League Men Germany

THERESA KRAFT Germany
Winner German Top 16 Girls 2012, 
Runner-up German Championships 
Women‘s Doubles 2012

TUS BAD DRIBURG
2nd League Women Germany

KRALUV DVUR
1st League Men Czech Republic

WTTV
Western German TT asscociation
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The andro® microfi bre that thinks ahead. The innovative multi-channel struc-
ture absorbs and transports humidity faster and even more e� ective. The 

smooth textile-pores immediately react to humidity and forward the wet to the 
outside by its many cross-linked weave-channels. Hereby a maximum of fresh-

ness and breathability can be sustained.

indoorDRY is a functional fabric made from superior polyester fi bres developed for the 
needs of indoor sports. The very breathable polyester fi bres transport in the same time up 

to 50% more humidity away from the skin to the fabric’s outside than cotton. This means 
that sweat evaporates faster. Player’s performance capability sustains.

Not only is the functionality pathbreaking, but also the standard for environmental compatibility. Hence 
andro® only goes for eudermic textiles tested for harmful substances.

Nothing is certain but change – this also applies to table tennis teams. We know that players change teams and teams 
get new members consistently. In order to present a consistent and cohesive club appearance in the present and into 

future years andro® will guarantee availability of its collections for years to come. Information relating to exact availability 
details can be obtained from any specialist andro® dealer.

Apparel video 2014



 SARGAS

YATE SKIRT ASCO SHORT

302362
302364

302363

322212
312247
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SARGAS | size XXS – 4XL
302362 nightblue/red/white
302363 blue/nightblue/white € 46,95
                                                    
   

SARGAS | The moisture regulating indoorDRY INTELLIGENT microfi bre provides a comfortable and dry feeling. Very good 
freedom of movement due to slightly stretchy material. Contrasting colour blocks make the design trendy and unique.
100% polyester microfi ber, indoorDRY INTELLIGENT

SARGAS WOMEN | size 34 – 46
302364 blue/nightblue/white   € 46,9507-2016

YATE SKIRT | Skirt with 2 side pockets and integrated pant. Unique: 
includes removable ribbons in black & white. 90% polyester microfi ber, 
10% elastane

see page   42

SUPERLIGHT

YATE SKIRT | size 34 – 46
322212 black/white € 34,95

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances.
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PERFECT MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

ENDURING FIBRE PROTECTION 
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PERFECT MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

ENDURING FIBRE PROTECTION  

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances.



ASCO SHORT

KAITOS
302365 302366 302367

312247
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KAITOS | size XXS – 4XL
302365 nightblue/green/white
302366 nightblue/yellow/white   € 44,95

KAITOS WOMEN V-NECK | size 34 – 46
302367 nightblue/yellow/white   € 44,95

KAITOS | High quality dye-sublimation shirt made of light, stretchy func-
tional material. Optimum moisture regulation by Scotchgard 3M Finish. Dry 
feeling and pleasantly soft on the skin. 100% polyester microfi ber, indoorDRY 
INTELLIGENT

07-2016
SUPERLIGHT

see page   42
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QUALITY COOLMAX FIBER

INTEGRATED MESH INSERTS 

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances.



MERAK

SALTA SKIRTASCO SHORT

302369302368302368

322214312245
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MERAK | size XXS – 5XL
302368 deepsea/nightblue/white € 44,95

MERAK YOUNG | size 140/152
302368 deepsea/nightblue/white € 36,95

MERAK WOMEN | size 34 – 46
302369 deepsea/nightblue/white   € 44,95

MERAK | The implemented COOLMAX fi ber and integrated mesh panels provide a comfortable fi t even for 
the most demanding athletes. The asymmetrical design and the two-color double layer sleeves give this 
shirt the necessary pep! New: also available in kids‘ sizes 140+152. 100% polyester microfi ber, indoorDRY

07-2016
MESH INSERTS KIDS SIZES

see page
SALTA SKIRT | Two-color skirt with refi ned 
drapes. The elastic material o� ers optimum 
comfort in combination with the integrated 
pant. 90 % polyester microfi ber, 10% elastane 

SALTA SKIRT | size 34 – 46
322214 nightblue/deepsea   € 34,95

  42



 ARAKIS

ASCO SHORT

07-2016

07-2016

302376 302379 302377 302378

312245 312247312246
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ARAKIS | XXS – 5XL    
302376 black/deepsea/white
302379 deepsea/light green   
302377 black/green/white    
302378 nightblue/red/white   € 41,95

ARAKIS YOUNG | size 140/152
302376 black/deepsea/white   
302377 black/green/white   € 34,95

ARAKIS | Perfected detail processing in combination with andro® indoorDRY functi-
onal fi ber and sporty elegant print design. The soft fl owing microfi ber guarantees a 
high breathability and a comfortable body climate even under heavy physical strain. 
100% polyester microfi ber, indoorDRY

ASCO SHORT | size 3XS – 5XL
312245 black/deepsea
312246 black/red 
312247 nightblue/grey   € 32,95

ASCO SHORT | Super lightweight functional material and great fi t give 
players an ideal freedom of movement. Two side pockets, side vents 
and drawstring for perfect width adjustment. Colored side inserts 
with piping and subtle prints on back provide a sporty and dynamic 
look. 100 % polyester microfi ber

SUPERLIGHT

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances.

MESH INSERTS PERFECT DETAIL KIDS SIZES



ARAKIS WOMEN

07-2016

302380 302382 302381
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ARAKIS WOMEN | size 34 – 46
100% polyester microfi ber, indoorDRY
302380  black/deepsea/white  
302382  deepsea/light green 
302381  black/green/white    € 41,95

MESH INSERTS

PERFECTED DETAIL PROCESSING

EXTRA LARGE MESH INSERTS

PERFECT DETAIL



 LUVA

ASCO SHORT

302360 302388302361

312246
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LUVA | size XXS – 4XL size XXS – 4XL
302360 red/white/grey302360 red/white/grey
302361 anthracite/grey   302361 anthracite/grey   € 39,95

LUVA WOMEN | size 34 – 46
302388 anthracite/grey   € 39,95

LUVA | Innovative competition shirt with moisture e� erent microfi ber for 
long-lasting wearing-comfort. Elegant and practical: Several fl at pipings, 
button surface with contrast color detail, plain back without design elements 
- ideal for club and team equipment. 100% polyester microfi ber, indoorDRY

07-2016

IDEAL FOR PRINT FLAT PIPINGS

see page   42

BACKSIDE IDEAL FOR PRINTING

FLAT PIPINGS

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances.



DEIMOS

DURAN SHORT

312248

302370 302372 302371 302374302375
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DEIMOS | Functional team jersey available in moisture-regulating 
microfi ber or elastic cotton. Its sporty design at a sensational price 
makes it the blast of the season. Black plain back - perfect for club 
name or sponsor lettering prints. 100% polyester microfi ber or 94 % 
cotton, 6% elastane / spandex, active cotton 

07-2016
IDEAL FOR PRINT

DEIMOS WOMEN | size 34 – 46, 100% polyester microfi ber
302373 red/black/white (w/o. pic.)
302375 ink blue/black/white
302374 petrol/black/white  € 34,95

DEIMOS | size 2XS – 5XL
302370 red/black/white
302372 ink blue/black/white
302371 petrol/black/white   € 34,95

DEIMOS YOUNG | size 140 + 152, 100% polyester microfi ber
302370 red/black/white
302372 ink blue/black/white
302371 petrol/black/white   € 28,95

DEIMOS COTTON | size 2XS – 5XL
302383 red/black/white
302384 ink blue/black/white
302385 petrol/black/white   € 34,95KIDS SIZES

DURAN SHORT | size 3XS – 5XL
312248 black   € 25,95

07-2016

DURAN SHORT | Classic short made of breathable 
microfi ber material. Two side pockets with draw-
string for width adjustment. Uni black with white 
andro® lettering. 100% polyester microfi ber

SELECTABLE MATERIAL:

MICROFIBER OR COTTON



ORONTESLAREDO

342315 342314 342304

342300

342302

342316 342316 342303
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LAREDO TRACKSUIT | High-tech tracksuit made of lightweight breathable 
microfi bre with trendy block stripe design. Open jacket and leg ending, elas-
tic drawcord for width adjustment. Long zipper at leg-end. 100% polyester 
microfi ber

ORONTES TRACKSUIT | Functional breathable micro fi ber tracksuit with 
open jacket- and leg ending. Big zipper at leg-end. 100% polyester 
microfi ber

LAREDO TRACKSUIT  | size 3XS – 5XL
342314 jacket red/nightblue/white   3XS-XS  € 49,95 S-5XL € 54,95
342316 pants nightblue/white  3XS-XS  € 32,95 S-5XL € 37,95
342315 jacket nightblue/deepsea/white 3XS-XS  € 49,95 S-5XL € 54,95
342316 pants nightblue/white  3XS-XS  € 32,95 S-5XL € 37,95

ORONTES TRACKSUIT | size 2XS – 4XL
342304 jacket black/deepsea     € 54,95
342300 jacket black/white     € 54,95
342302 jacket black/red     € 54,95
342303 pants black/white     € 34,95

07-2016
07-2016

AVAILABLE SEPERATE
AVAILABLE SEPERATE

All products on this double-page are checked for harmful substances.

TRACKSUITS



YARI

MERU
302386

302387
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SHIRTS

YARI T-SHIRT | Eye-catcher with big andro® alpha logo 
on front and back. Flowing inserts in contrasting colors 
from shoulder to neck. 100% polyester microfi ber

ORONTES TRACKSUIT | size 2XS – 4XL
342304 jacket black/deepsea     € 54,95
342300 jacket black/white     € 54,95
342302 jacket black/red     € 54,95
342303 pants black/white     € 34,95

YARI T-SHIRT | size 3XS – 3XL
302387 nightblue/deepsea/white   € 19,95

MERU T-SHIRT | Breathable microfi ber training shirt with 
andro® print. 100% polyester microfi ber 

MERU  T-SHIRT| size 3XS – 3XL
302386 black/yellow/white   € 19,95

back viewback view



ACCESSORIES
RASANT SPRING TOURNAMENT WIN

NEW ALPHANEW ALPHA

632242 632245632240632240 632241632241

362214 362215

362212 362213 362211
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562238 black/red
562239 black/deepsea
562237 black/yellow  
562236 black/green
562235 black/silver € 4,00

COZY | size I (35 - 38), size II (39 - 42), size III (43 - 47)
362214 black/deepsea € 6,95

SHORT SOCK COZY 
material: 60% cotton, 20% polyacrylics, 8% polyamide, 
7% polyester, 5% polyurethane

RAP | size I (35 - 38), size II (39 - 42), size III (43 - 47)
362215 white/blue € 6,95

SHORT SOCK RAP
material: 60% cotton, 20% polyacrylics, 8% polyamide, 
7% polyester, 5% polyurethane

SWEATBAND NEW ALPHA  
material: 80% cotton, 20% elastane

RACY | size I (35 - 38), size II (39 - 42), size III (43 - 47)
362212 white/red 
362213 white/grey 
362211 white/deepsea € 6,95

SOCK RACY | material: 60% cotton, 20% polyacrylics, 
8% polyamide, 7% polyester, 5% polyurethane

RASANT  TOWEL | with digital print. 
material: 100% cotton

632240   50 x 100cm, green/black/white € 15,95

SPRING TOWEL 
material: 100% cotton / terry towel

632241   50 x 100cm, grey/white/sulphur yellow € 15,95

TOURNAMENT TOWEL 
material: 100% cotton / terry towel

632242   38 x 85cm, black_sulphur yellow € 10,95

WIN TOWEL   | TT image with stripes 
material: 100% cotton / terry towel

632245   38 x 85cm, blue € 10,95

SHORT SOCK COZY SHORT SOCK RAP

SOCK RACY



ALPHA STEP I
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ALPHA STEP I | Comfortable wearing comfort and outsole fl exibility are the 
convincing characteristics of andro alpha step I. The bright outsole o� ers ex-
cellent grip and good stability for table tennis specifi c front- and side-steps.
Generous employed breathable mesh material provides a comfortable fi t that 
is supported by stabilizing synthetic leather elements. The table tennis shoe 
for anyone at attractive price!

ALPHA STEP I | size UK 3 – 11 / EUR 35 - 46
352201    € 59,95

BREATHABLE MESH MATERIAL 

SOFT WEARING COMFORT 

VERY GRIPPY OUTER SOLE

HIGH LATERAL STABILITY

INCL. ALTERNATE BLUE LACES  
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 BAGS

PROTRAVEL ROLLBAG II | Big main- and front-pocket. 
Extendible and adaptable telescopic rod. Stow pocket 
for shoulder straps. Ball bearing mounted rolls disap-
pear under a hoop and loop fastener pocket. Material: 
600-D Polyester
402293  73 x 42 x 30 cm | black/yellow         € 89,95

BAG ARICA |  Large main compartment, 2 big side pockets / sepa-
rate wet clothes compartment + additional zippered pockets  
Material: 600-D Polyester 
402213  54 x 26 x 28 cm | black/deepsea € 47,95

BACKPACK TULA | 2 main compartments with 2 way zippers / 
laptop compartment, padded rear panel / additional zippered 
inner pockets 
Material: 420-D Polyester Hexagon
402214  50 x 36 x 16 cm | black/deepsea  € 42,95BAG RIOS | double-pull zipper for convenient handling / 1 large 

main compartment / 2 spacious zippered side bags for shoes or 
rackets / 1 large pocket on front / Padded, removable shoulder 
strap / studs on bottom against dirt + moisture
Material: 420-D Polyester Jacquard 
402210 M  56 x 26 x 28 cm | black/silver  € 45,95
402211 L   70 x 32 x 32 cm | black/silver € 49,95

BACKPACK RIOS | 2 main compartments, padded back surface 
and length-adjustable shoulder straps, many smaller pockets 
and side-pockets
Material:  420-D Polyester Jacquard 
402212  50 x 36 x 16 cm | black/silver € 36,95

WETBAG
402233 44 x 30 cm | black/yellow    € 7,95

TROLLEY MAIPO | XL-size main compartment with 2 
way zippers, inner mesh pocket with zipper, front pock-
et, carry handles. Material: 600-D Polyester
402289 45 x 32 x 18 cm | black/yellow € 89,95
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WALLETS

COVER BASIC | COVER BASIC | Stylish and robust single wallet 
with ball pocket.with ball pocket.
Material: 600-D PolyesterMaterial: 600-D Polyester
412237  red/nightblue 412237  red/nightblue 
412238  black/deepsea412238  black/deepsea
412239  blue/nightblue412239  blue/nightblue
412252  dark blue/sulphur412252  dark blue/sulphur
412253  royalblue/silver412253  royalblue/silver
412240  black
412244  red
412251  purple      € 9,50
  

ALU CASE ALPHAALU CASE ALPHA
412215  wood décor 412215  wood décor 
412205  silver 
412206 black 
412213  red € 31,95€ 31,95

DOUBLE WALLET RIOS 
Material: 420-D Polyester Jacquard, 
size 31 x 22 x 8 cm
412221 black/silver € 16,95
  
DOUBLE WALLET KIWU 
Material: 600-D Polyester, 
size 31 x 28 x 8 cm
412235 red/nightblue € 16,95
412236  blue/black 412236  blue/black € 16,95
    
SINGLE WALLET RIOS SINGLE WALLET RIOS 
Material: 420-D Polyester Jacquard, Material: 420-D Polyester Jacquard, 
size 31 x 22 x 2,5 cmsize 31 x 22 x 2,5 cm
412220 black/silver 412220 black/silver € 12,95
    
SINGLE WALLET NEVA SINGLE WALLET NEVA 
Material: 600-D Polyester, Material: 600-D Polyester, 
size 31 x 22 x 2,5 cmsize 31 x 22 x 2,5 cm
412234  blue/black 412234  blue/black € 12,95
412233  red/nightblue 412233  red/nightblue € 12,95

SINGLE WALLET RASANT 
Material: PU fake leather, 
size: 28 x 16 x 5 cmsize: 28 x 16 x 5 cm
412254412254 green € 12,95
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TT-BALLS
PRECISION AND HIGHEST QUALITY

Mi1 SPEEDBALL
COMING SOON:   
THE andro® NON-CELLULOID BALL 
andro® SPEEDBALL Mi1

3PCS PACK 

SPEEDBALL

9PCS TUBE

100PCS PACK 

PX TRAINING BALL

9PCS TUBE

100PCS PACK 

SPEEDBALL | More precision and highest quality level. Top 3 star ball. Best 
for highest club requirements. Best celluloid and a 6 month storage take 
care for a long durability. The constant ball weight communicates a com-
fortable play-feeling. The unchanging hardness of the andro® SPEEDBALL 
guarantees a high rebound elasticity and a professional ball bounce. The ball 
is absolutely round and is mechanically and manually selected. Ø 40 mm.

162240  white | 3PCS Pack € 4,50
162241  white | 9PCS Tube € 14,95
162242  white | 100PCS Pack € 124,95

PX TRAINING BALL | The andro® PX-ball is not only an ordinary exercise 
ball: its special selection and the fi nely treated celluloid make it a 2-star 
ball. PX impresses with its roundness, consistent ball bounce and dura-
bility. Ideal for professional junior practice. A best-seller among training 
balls. Ø 40 mm.

162290  white | 9PCS Tube  € 7,50
162295  orange | 9PCS Tube € 7,50
162291  white | 100PCS Pack € 32,95
162296  orange | 100PCS Pack € 32,95

6PCS PACK 
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GLUE+CARE

KEYRING RASANT | 2-coloured, green/black with RASANT print 
made   of recyclable PVC material
152240    € 3,00

KEYRING-RACKET | TT-racket made of elastomer PVC. With Alpha 
logo in 3D design.
152215    € 3,00

PRECISION AND HIGHEST QUALITY ALL YOU NEED

FREE GLUE | Innovative water-based glue without any harmful volatile 
organic solvents, according to the new ITTF regulations. Convenient use 
via sponge applicator. TENSOR BOND technology.
142240 25g sponge-applicator 
142241   500g refi ll-bottle 

TURBO FIX | Water-based glue without vocs. Includes clip tool for ap-
plication.
142233   50ml incl. 10 sponges 
142231   90ml incl. 15 sponges 
142234   250ml incl. 25 sponges 
142235   1000ml refi ll-bottle, incl. 50 sponges 

FREE CLEAN | Rubber cleaner for VOC free care of table tennis rubbers. 
Ideal and rule-compliant to other andro® FREE products. TENSOR BOND 
technology.
142247   100ml combi cleaner 
142248   250ml pump spray 
142250   1000ml refi ll bottle 

FREE SEAL | Blade varnish without any harmful volatile organic solvents, 
according to the new ITTF regulations. Convenient use via sponge applicator. 
FREE SEAL prepares the blade for the use of FREE GLUE + FREE STICKER.
142242 25g  

TABLE CLEANER
142252 250 ml pump spray 

EDGE TAPE RASANT - 12MM
142225  50m  
142226  5m (w/o pic.)  
142227 1 bat (w/o pic.)  

EDGE TAPE - 12MM
142203  50m, black/yellow  
142204    5m, black/yellow  
142205    1 bat, black/yellow  

EDGE TAPE - 10MM (w/o pic.)
142206  50m, black/yellow   
142207   5m, black/yellow 
142208    1 bat, black/yellow 

CLEANING SPONGE 
132220 Synthetic Leather € 2,50

CLEANING SPONGE COTTON LEATHER | Two di� erent material pages 
(yellow: Cotton leather for spreading the cleaner. light blue: Microfi ber 
for drying) for thorough surface cleaning.
132240   € 2,95

PIN-ROLLER 
142260  width 15cm   € 6,95

RUBBER PROTECTION SHEET (w/o pic.)
132255   € 1,95

RUBBER PROTECTION SHEET PRO FOIL | Permanently usable adhesive 
foil for optimum surface protection. Washable and easy handling. 
132260   black/yellow    € 3,95
132261    RASANT    € 3,95

FREE STICKER (w/o pic.) | Twin-sided adhesive foil
142244  1 PCS  € 1,75

*Base price in Euro per 100g/100ml/1m. 

FREE GLUE | Kleber auf Wasserbasis ohne schädliche Lösungsmit-
tel, ITTF-konform. Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. 
TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142240 25g Schwammapplikator *€ 30,00 € 7,50
142241   500g Vorratsfl asche, Spender *€ 5,99 € 29,95

TURBO FIX | Lösungsmittelfreier Kleber auf Wasserbasis mit Klammer-
haltung und Schaumsto� rolle zum Auftragen. Inklusive Klammer.
142233   50ml inkl. 10 Schwämme *€ 19,90 € 9,95
142231   90ml inkl. 15 Schwämme *€ 15,50 € 13,95
142234   250ml inkl. 25 Schwämme *€ 8,78 € 21,95
142235   1000ml Nachfüllfl ., inkl. 50 Schwämme *€ 5,50 € 54,95

FREE CLEAN | Lösungsmittelfreie Reinigung und Pfl ege von Tischten-
nisbelägen. Ideale und regelkonforme Kombination mit weiteren andro® 
FREE Produkten. TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142247   100ml Schwammaufträger *€ 4,20 € 4,20
142248   250ml Pumpspray *€ 2,60 € 6,50
142250   1000ml Nachfüllfl asche *€ 1,20 € 11,95

FREE SEAL | Holzversiegelung frei von schädlichen Lösungsmitteln. 
Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. Optimale Vorbe-
handlung für FREE GLUE + FREE STICKER. TENSOR BOND Technologie. 
142242 25g  *€ 31,80 € 7,95

TISCHREINIGER
142252 250 ml Pumpspray *€ 2,38 € 5,95

KANTENBAND RASANT - 12MM
142225  50m  *€ 0,32 € 15,95
142226  5m (o.Abb.)  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142227 1 Schläger (o.Abb.)  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 12MM
142203  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95
142204    5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142205    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 10MM (o. Abb.)
142206  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95 
142207   5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142208    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM 
132220 Synthetik-Leder  € 2,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM BW-LEDER/VELOURS-MIKROFASER | Zwei 
unterschiedliche Materialseiten (gelb: BW-Leder zum Verteilen des Rei-
ders gründliche Belagreinigung.
132240    € 2,95

ANDRUCKROLLE 
142260  Breite 15cm    € 6,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE (o. Abb.)
132255    € 1,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE PRO FOIL | Dauerhaft nutzbare Adhäsionsfolie 
handhaben. 
132260   schwarz-gelb     € 3,95
132261    RASANT     € 3,95

FREE STICKER (o. Abb.) | Klebefolie
142244  1 Stück   € 1,75

FREE GLUE | Kleber auf Wasserbasis ohne schädliche Lösungsmit-
tel, ITTF-konform. Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. 
TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142240 25g Schwammapplikator *€ 30,00 € 7,50
142241   500g Vorratsfl asche, Spender *€ 5,99 € 29,95

TURBO FIX | Lösungsmittelfreier Kleber auf Wasserbasis mit Klammer-
haltung und Schaumsto� rolle zum Auftragen. Inklusive Klammer.
142233   50ml inkl. 10 Schwämme *€ 19,90 € 9,95
142231   90ml inkl. 15 Schwämme *€ 15,50 € 13,95
142234   250ml inkl. 25 Schwämme *€ 8,78 € 21,95
142235   1000ml Nachfüllfl ., inkl. 50 Schwämme *€ 5,50 € 54,95

FREE CLEAN | Lösungsmittelfreie Reinigung und Pfl ege von Tischten-
nisbelägen. Ideale und regelkonforme Kombination mit weiteren andro® 
FREE Produkten. TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142247   100ml Schwammaufträger *€ 4,20 € 4,20
142248   250ml Pumpspray *€ 2,60 € 6,50
142250   1000ml Nachfüllfl asche *€ 1,20 € 11,95

FREE SEAL | Holzversiegelung frei von schädlichen Lösungsmitteln. 
Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. Optimale Vorbe-
handlung für FREE GLUE + FREE STICKER. TENSOR BOND Technologie. 
142242 25g  *€ 31,80 € 7,95

TISCHREINIGER
142252 250 ml Pumpspray *€ 2,38 € 5,95

KANTENBAND RASANT - 12MM
142225  50m  *€ 0,32 € 15,95
142226  5m (o.Abb.)  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142227 1 Schläger (o.Abb.)  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 12MM
142203  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95
142204    5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142205    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 10MM (o. Abb.)
142206  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95 
142207   5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142208    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM 
132220 Synthetik-Leder  € 2,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM BW-LEDER/VELOURS-MIKROFASER | Zwei 
unterschiedliche Materialseiten (gelb: BW-Leder zum Verteilen des Rei-
ders gründliche Belagreinigung.
132240    € 2,95

ANDRUCKROLLE 
142260  Breite 15cm    € 6,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE (o. Abb.)
132255    € 1,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE PRO FOIL | Dauerhaft nutzbare Adhäsionsfolie 
handhaben. 
132260   schwarz-gelb     € 3,95
132261    RASANT     € 3,95

FREE STICKER (o. Abb.) | Klebefolie
142244  1 Stück   € 1,75

FREE GLUE | Kleber auf Wasserbasis ohne schädliche Lösungsmit-
tel, ITTF-konform. Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. 
TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142240 25g Schwammapplikator *€ 30,00 € 7,50
142241   500g Vorratsfl asche, Spender *€ 5,99 € 29,95

TURBO FIX | Lösungsmittelfreier Kleber auf Wasserbasis mit Klammer-
haltung und Schaumsto� rolle zum Auftragen. Inklusive Klammer.
142233   50ml inkl. 10 Schwämme *€ 19,90 € 9,95
142231   90ml inkl. 15 Schwämme *€ 15,50 € 13,95
142234   250ml inkl. 25 Schwämme *€ 8,78 € 21,95
142235   1000ml Nachfüllfl ., inkl. 50 Schwämme *€ 5,50 € 54,95

FREE CLEAN | Lösungsmittelfreie Reinigung und Pfl ege von Tischten-
nisbelägen. Ideale und regelkonforme Kombination mit weiteren andro® 
FREE Produkten. TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142247   100ml Schwammaufträger *€ 4,20 € 4,20
142248   250ml Pumpspray *€ 2,60 € 6,50
142250   1000ml Nachfüllfl asche *€ 1,20 € 11,95

FREE SEAL | Holzversiegelung frei von schädlichen Lösungsmitteln. 
Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. Optimale Vorbe-
handlung für FREE GLUE + FREE STICKER. TENSOR BOND Technologie. 
142242 25g  *€ 31,80 € 7,95

TISCHREINIGER
142252 250 ml Pumpspray *€ 2,38 € 5,95

KANTENBAND RASANT - 12MM
142225  50m  *€ 0,32 € 15,95
142226  5m (o.Abb.)  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142227 1 Schläger (o.Abb.)  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 12MM
142203  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95
142204    5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142205    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 10MM (o. Abb.)
142206  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95 
142207   5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142208    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM 
132220 Synthetik-Leder  € 2,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM BW-LEDER/VELOURS-MIKROFASER | Zwei 
unterschiedliche Materialseiten (gelb: BW-Leder zum Verteilen des Rei-
ders gründliche Belagreinigung.
132240    € 2,95

ANDRUCKROLLE 
142260  Breite 15cm    € 6,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE (o. Abb.)
132255    € 1,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE PRO FOIL | Dauerhaft nutzbare Adhäsionsfolie 
handhaben. 
132260   schwarz-gelb     € 3,95
132261    RASANT     € 3,95

FREE STICKER (o. Abb.) | Klebefolie
142244  1 Stück   € 1,75

FREE GLUE | Kleber auf Wasserbasis ohne schädliche Lösungsmit-
tel, ITTF-konform. Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. 
TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142240 25g Schwammapplikator *€ 30,00 € 7,50
142241   500g Vorratsfl asche, Spender *€ 5,99 € 29,95

TURBO FIX | Lösungsmittelfreier Kleber auf Wasserbasis mit Klammer-
haltung und Schaumsto� rolle zum Auftragen. Inklusive Klammer.
142233   50ml inkl. 10 Schwämme *€ 19,90 € 9,95
142231   90ml inkl. 15 Schwämme *€ 15,50 € 13,95
142234   250ml inkl. 25 Schwämme *€ 8,78 € 21,95
142235   1000ml Nachfüllfl ., inkl. 50 Schwämme *€ 5,50 € 54,95

FREE CLEAN | Lösungsmittelfreie Reinigung und Pfl ege von Tischten-
nisbelägen. Ideale und regelkonforme Kombination mit weiteren andro® 
FREE Produkten. TENSOR BOND Technologie.
142247   100ml Schwammaufträger *€ 4,20 € 4,20
142248   250ml Pumpspray *€ 2,60 € 6,50
142250   1000ml Nachfüllfl asche *€ 1,20 € 11,95

FREE SEAL | Holzversiegelung frei von schädlichen Lösungsmitteln. 
Praktisches Auftragen durch Schwammapplikator. Optimale Vorbe-
handlung für FREE GLUE + FREE STICKER. TENSOR BOND Technologie. 
142242 25g  *€ 31,80 € 7,95

TISCHREINIGER
142252 250 ml Pumpspray *€ 2,38 € 5,95

KANTENBAND RASANT - 12MM
142225  50m  *€ 0,32 € 15,95
142226  5m (o.Abb.)  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142227 1 Schläger (o.Abb.)  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 12MM
142203  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95
142204    5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142205    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb *€ 2,83 € 1,50

KANTENBAND - 10MM (o. Abb.)
142206  50m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,30 € 14,95 
142207   5m, schwarz/gelb  *€ 0,99 € 4,95
142208    1 Schläger, schwarz/gelb  *€ 2,83 € 1,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM 
132220 Synthetik-Leder  € 2,50

REINIGUNGSSCHWAMM BW-LEDER/VELOURS-MIKROFASER | Zwei 
unterschiedliche Materialseiten (gelb: BW-Leder zum Verteilen des Rei-
ders gründliche Belagreinigung.
132240    € 2,95

ANDRUCKROLLE 
142260  Breite 15cm    € 6,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE (o. Abb.)
132255    € 1,95

BELAG-SCHUTZFOLIE PRO FOIL | Dauerhaft nutzbare Adhäsionsfolie 
handhaben. 
132260   schwarz-gelb     € 3,95
132261    RASANT     € 3,95

FREE STICKER (o. Abb.) | Klebefolie
142244  1 Stück   € 1,75
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andro ® BAT SERIES
READY TO PLAY

R2P | Recreational and competition players of all skill levels, from beginners to experienced competitive players: they all benefi t from 
the sophisticated material of the andro® bat series READY 2 PLAY. Fine blades, combined with high-quality rubbers meet each player’s 
performance level. True to the motto: The better the bat supports the player’s skills, the greater his development chances.

FUN LEVEL | Ideal bat for beginners and occasional use in leisure time. 
Pimples in, appr. 1.9 mm 

122261 FLAIR  € 10,95

ADVANCE | For basic skill training and development of playing skills. Rub-
bers: andro® START (pimples in), appr. 1.7 mm, ITTF approved rubbers

122234 FLAIR | 122235 ANATOMIC  € 36,95

TEC LEVEL | For basic technical training and development of the playing
skills. Rubbers: andro® POWER3 (pimples in), appr. 1.9 mm,
ITTF approved rubbers

122266 FLAIR  € 29,95

VIGO | Suitable start for hobby players or motivated beginners in the learn-
ing process. Rubbers: andro® UPGRADE (pimples in), appr. 1.7 mm, ITTF 
approved rubbers

122232 FLAIR | 122233 ANATOMIC € 24,95

R2P COMPETITION | Suitable for regularly practicing competition players; 
precise implementation of all playing techniques possible by high-quality 
material. andro® CSV ALL+, andro® ROCKET MEDIUM (pimples in), FH 2.1 
mm + BH 1.8 mm, ITTF approved rubbers. Incl. Basic wallet!

122244 FLAIR | 122245 ANATOMIC  € 69,95

EASY LEVEL | Suitable start for hobby players or motivated beginners in 
the learning process. Rubbers: andro® POWER3 (pimples in), appr. 1.9 mm, 
ITTF approved rubbers 

122263 FLAIR  € 19,95

TOP LEVEL | For competition players being in control of basic techniques 
and master tactics successfully. Rubbers: andro® POWER6 (pimples in), 
appr. 1.9 mm, ITTF approved rubbers

122268 FLAIR | 122269 ANATOMIC € 44,95 NEW
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andro ® BAT SERIES
FROM THE CENTERCOURT TO THE GYM:
Textiles are not our only strength. andro® also provides the complete range of hardware for clubs, like ITTF-approved 
tables and nets, scoreboards and surroundings. For more information about our professional equipment for gyms, 
clubs and events please check: www.andro.de

TABLES

DESCRIPTION
Supercompact-System, ITTF approved. 
In accordance with new European standard 
14468-1/class A. 25mm playing surface in 
protective durable fi nish. 
Powder treated frame with oversized under 
table contact area for perfectly even bounce 
among the whole surface. 
4 wheels sturdy steel legs with perfect height 
adjustment. 
Hydraulic system for extra easy handling. 
100% fully assembled. 

PROFILE
Small storage space: 
55 x 152,5 cm, height 162cm. 
Including a new security handle.

202210  green  € 795,00  
202215  blue  € 795,00



facebook.com/andro.tabletennis

andro®, Germany     
www.andro.de     
andro@andro.de

All prices are recommended retail prices. 
Price changes of existing products valid from 01.07.2014. 
Due to our policy of continual improvement, product specifications 
may change without further notice. 
Colors may vary due to printing. 
No liability is taken for errors and printing errors. 

Looking for further products? 
Check our website for our complete product range: www.andro.de

Concept and design: www.floez.de




